Latent class analysis is a popular statistical learning approach. A major challenge for learning generalized latent class is the complexity in searching the huge space of models and parameters. The computational cost is higher when the model topology is more flexible. In this paper, we propose the notion of dominance which can lead to strong pruning of the search space and significant reduction of learning complexity, and apply this notion to the Generalized Latent Class (GLC) models, a class of Bayesian networks for clustering categorical data.
Introduction
Bayesian networks are graphical models for clustering and classification of data. An important class of Bayesian networks, latent class (LC) models, is widely used to cluster categorical data. 3, 6 As shown in Figure 1 are observable. The LC analysis determines both the number of states of the latent class variable and conditional probability distributions (CPDs) between the latent class variable and manifest variables. LC models assume local independence which requires manifest variables be mutually independent given the latent class variable (shown in Figure 1(a) ). But this assumption is often violated in reality, resulting in poor performance. It is well known as the local dependence problem. One attempt to address the local dependence problem is the hierarchical latent class (HLC) model. 11, 12 HLC requires a tree topology shown in Figure 1 (b). Hua et al. 5 generalized HLC to a multi-layer latent structure (LS) model, which allows a manifest variable to have more than one latent parent variable. However, LS models still assume that manifest variables are mutually independent (Figure 1(c) ), which is unrealistic for many applications such as disease class discovery.
Similar work has also been done by some other models such as hierarchical LC (HLC) 11 and latent structure (LS) models. 5 However, both models still have very restrictive assumptions on the model topology which significantly limit the applicability and quality of the models. This paper proposes a new generalized latent class (GLC) model based on a general graph topology.
We have experimentally observed that the flexibility of topology is a key to improve the model quality. A new model we propose to address the local dependency problem is the generalized latent class (GLC) model that allows a general graph structure for manifest variables. An example is shown in Figure 1 (d). With this generalization, GLC models address the local dependence problem and achieve much better model quality. For example, we applied GLC to the house building data 4 and achieved very good quality p = 0.757, where p is the significance level 8 to measure the model quality in terms of goodness-of-fit. In contrast, LC, HLC and LS models fail on this data as they all result in models with p = 0.000.
However, a key challenge we found for using GLC is that the very flexible topology of GLC models leads to a much larger search space and it becomes computationally very expensive to learn the optimal GLC models using previous learning methods. The main contribution of this paper is that we propose an efficient Generalized Latent Class Analysis Based on Model Dominance Theory 741 learning algorithm based on the novel concept of dominance which is general for all Bayesian networks.
A key theoretical property on dominance is that we can prune the dominated models during search without deteriorating the model quality. Based on this property, we propose efficient regularization operations for GLC models which lead to significant pruning of the search space by ruling out dominated models. Based on regularization, we develop an efficient learning algorithms that can converge much faster and lead to much better model quality on several real-world datasets. We make the following contributions in this paper:
(1) We propose the GLC model that allows a general graph topology to model the dependencies among observed variables. This model does not require a special tree structure and is much more flexible than the previous LC, HLC and LS models. (2) We derive a set of necessary conditions for equivalence and parsimony of GLC models. The conditions are important in that they effectively prune the search space and speed up the learning of GLC models. (3) We develop an efficient algorithm to learn GLC models. The algorithm uses a greedy search strategy and prunes the search space using the theoretical results developed above. Significant performance improvement over existing models are reported.
Generalized Latent Class Models
In this section, we propose the generalized latent class (GLC) models that solves the local dependence problem, and discuss the quality metrics for model selection.
Basics of Bayesian networks
A Bayesian network is a probabilistic graphical model defined by a pair M = (G, θ G ), where G = (V, E) is an acyclic directed graph (DAG). X ∈ V represents a random variable in the problem domain and V a set of variables. All variables are discrete. θ G are parameters, i.e., conditional probability distribution (CPD) for each node X ∈ V given its parents P a(X). The conditional probability θ ijs = P M (X i = j|P a(X i ) = s), usually written as P M (X|P a(X)) for simplicity, represents the probability that variable X i assumes value j when P a(X i ) assumes state s. Hence, θ G is the set of all θ ijs . Learning a Bayesian network entails determining the structure G and parameters θ G . Variables in G may be manifest variables that are observable and latent variables that are hidden and unobserved. Typical metrics to measure the model quality are completely or partially related to the joint probability distribution P (V |G, θ G ) over all variables V using the factorization formula: 
General structure of GLC models
We propose the GLC model which accommodates local dependence by a general graph topology. A Generalized Latent Class (GLC ) model (see Figure 2 ) is a rooted Bayesian network consisting of latent nodes, manifest nodes, latent links (edges between latent nodes), manifest links (edges between manifest nodes), and cross links (edges between a latent node and a manifest node), satisfying: a) latent nodes and latent links form a rooted tree; b) manifest nodes and manifest links form a DAG; and c) all cross links are from a latent node to a manifest node. The root latent variable is the class variable. We denote the set of latent variables by x, the set of manifest variables by y, and the set of all variables by z. The joint probability distribution over all manifest variables of a GLC model M is:
where x denotes summation over all possible states (value assignments) of x. The dependency on x is due to the fact that the parents of a variable may include a node in x and thus its distribution depends on the state of x. A GLC model needs to determine three components: the structure, the number of states (cardinality) of each latent variable, a and the parameters. A complete GLC model is denoted by the pair M = (m, θ), where m is the structure including the cardinality information and θ denotes parameters. m is also referred to as an uninstantiated GLC model, and M is referred to as an instantiated GLC model. 
Model quality metrics
During learning, we use the Bayesain Information Criterion (BIC) 9 as the model metric score. Given data D, the BIC score of an uninstantiated GLC model m is:
whereθ is the maximum likelihood estimation of model parameters and N is the number of records.
b BIC score involves two parts: the loglikelihood part and the penalized part. If two induced GLC models have the same loglikelihood, BIC favors the model with low dimensionality. Other scores that could be used include AIC and the Cheeseman-Stutz score. BIC has been shown to outperform the other scores on several datasets.
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BIC is used during learning to guide the search, but typically the final quality of a model learned is measured by the significance level p, 8 a metric of the model quality in terms of goodness-of-fit. Higher value of p indicates better model fit. It is computed by the pair (G 2 , df ) where G 2 is the likelihood-ratio χ 2 statistic with a theoretical χ 2 distribution of degree of freedom df . G 2 is a measure of the difference between the observed cross classification frequencies and the expected frequencies predicted by the model. Given a df , a smaller G 2 leads to a higher p. We do not use p to guide search because not all candidate models can generate reasonable p value, especially when poor models are examined. But BIC can always be calculated. We have found empirically that BIC works very well to guide the learning towards GLC models with the best fit p.
Dominance and Regularization
Before go to study the regular GLC models, we first a review on the equivalence and parsimony of GLC models GLC models address the local dependence problem much more effectively than previous LC, HLC, and LS models. However, the general structure of GLC leads to a huge search space and large increase of the learning complexity. We have found that the previous learning algorithm for HLC and LS works extremely slowly for GLC and cannot converge to high-quality models.
We propose a new approach to reduce the search complexity. The approach is based on the key concepts of model dominance and regularity. First, we show that not all the models in the search space need to be evaluated, and those dominated by others can be pruned safely. Then, we derive strong necessary conditions for one model to dominate another based on the new concept of regularity. We develop regularization operations to prune the search space and speed up learning. Finally, we develop theoretical upper bound on the search space complexity after pruning by regularization. 
Dominance of Bayesian networks
Based on the previous concepts of marginally equivalence and dimensionality, we define the concept of dominance that is general for Bayesian networks. Roughly speaking, a model M dominates another model M when the two models have equivalent probability distributions but M is more compact and efficient than M . More rigorous definitions are as follows.
Definition 3.1. Two Bayesian networks M = (G, θ G ) and M = (G , θ G ) induced from the same data D are marginally equivalent if they represent the same probability distributions over all manifest variables, i.e.,
* is the set of manifest variables in D.
Definition 3.2. The dimensionality, i.e. number of parameters, of a Bayesian network M = (G, θ G ) is:
where G is the set of all variables (nodes) and |Z| is the cardinality (number of states) of a node Z.
Intuitively, marginally equivalent models have the same modeling quality on a dataset since their probability distributions are the same. Dimensionality is a measure of model complexity and usually models with low dimensionality is favored. If a Bayesian network M dominates another Bayesian network M , then BIC(M ) ≥ BIC(M ). This is true because M and M are the same in the first part of the BIC score formula, but M has a lower dimensionality. Moreover, the significance level p of M is always higher than that of M . This is true because M and M share the same χ 2 but M has smaller df , which leads to larger p. The above results show that a dominating model always has better quality than the dominated one. Therefore, we can discard the dominated models without sacrificing the model quality. However, to computationally detect and prune the dominated models is a challenging new problem. In the following, we develop theoretical conditions and algorithms to exploit dominance in learning GLC models.
Regularity and dominance condition
Regular GLC models are those that do not contain certain inefficient local structures that frequently appear during learning, including: • Island. An island is a latent node X that has no manifest node in its descendants (see Figure 3) . And hence the descendant latent node of an island is also an island. In this sense, the term 'island' is also refer to the tree rooted on the island which contains latent nodes only.
• Tie. A tie is a latent node X that has a parent node and a single child node (Figure 4) , satisfying:
|X| ≥ min{|P a(X)|, |Ch(X)|}, if X is the only parent node of Ch(X) ;
|X| ≥ |P a(X)|, if P a(X) is not a parent node of Ch(X) , (4) where Ch(X) denotes the child of X.
• Star. A star is the root node X which has more than two children nodes, denoted by Ch 1 (X), · · · , Ch k (X), with no edges among these children nodes, and also satisfies
A GLC model is regular if none of its equivalent models (including itself) contains island, tie, or star, and is irregular otherwise.
Irregular GLC models containing any local structure of island, tie or star, can be converted to marginally equivalent regular GLC models with fewer independent parameters (Subsection 3.3). All these processes are illustrated via examples.
The following is our main theorem. 
Regularization (Proof of Theorem 3.5)
The proof of Theorem 3.5 is constructive and develops a regularization process used in our learning algorithm. In the following, for each of the three local structures that causes irregularity of M , we present a regularization operation that eliminates the local structure and obtains a marginally equivalent model with lower dimensionality.
• Island Removing. Let x island be the collection of variables in the island. By definition, any variable in x island has no descendant manifest variable. The regularization is simply eliminating x island . The resulting model M is marginally Generalized Latent Class Analysis Based on Model Dominance Theory 747 equivalent to M as:
and M has lower dimensionality than M . Figure 3 shows an example of island removing.
• Tie Integration. Figure 4 shows the two cases of a tie.
Case 1:
The tie X 2 in Figure 4 (a) M is the only parent node of Z. For M in Figure 4 (a), the regularization is to remove X 2 , connect X 1 to Z, and set
It is obvious that P M (y) = P M (y). According to the definition of ties, we know
If |X 2 | ≥ |Z|, we have
Therefore, we must have Dim(M ) ≥ Dim(M ). Figure 4 (b), the regularization is to remove X 2 and set
, since each variable has at least two states, we have
As a special case, if X 1 is a parent node of Y 1 in Figure 4 dominating M by removing X 2 and setting P (
• Star Adjustment. Finally, we show the regularization of a GLC model containing a star. We consider the GLC model as an undirected graph which becomes a conditional random field. Instead of using CPDs, we use potential functions. Due to the space limitation, we omit the mathematical details and outline the regularization process. Figure 5 shows an example where the neighbor nodes of a star X is Z 1 , . . . , Z k . Without loss of generality, we set |Z 1 | ≤ |Z 2 | ≤ · · · ≤ |Z k |. We divide M into the local star structure H and the set of other nodes L. The product of all potential functions (including all edges and cliques) in M equals to the product of all potential functions (including all edges) in H and all potential functions (including all edges and cliques) in L. In addition, H is an undirected HLC model and satisfies |X| >
An HLC model H can be constructed which is marginally equivalent to H but has lower dimensionality. It is achieved by setting the number of states of X as
|Z i | and modifying the potential functions for each edge of H accordingly. The new GLC model M , composed of H and L, is marginally equivalent to M and has lower dimensionality.
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Given an irregular GLC model M , we can iteratively apply the regularization operations to eliminates all the irregular local structures and obtain a regular model M . Since M is marginally equivalent to M and Dim(M ) ≤ Dim(M ), M dominates M . Theorem 3.5 is proved.
Space complexity after regularization
We derive an important theoretical upper bound on the number of latent nodes in a regular uninstantiated GLC model given a set of manifest variables. This theorem shows the significant pruning of search space due to dominance and regularization. Theorem 3.6. For a regular GLC model, let n be the number of manifest variables, and k be the maximum number of latent nodes in the parents of any manifest variable, the number of latent nodes in the model is less than 3kn.
Proof. Consider a regular GLC model M . Since there is no island, any latent node has at least two neighbors. Let a singly connected latent node be one with exactly two neighbor nodes, we have that two singly connected latent nodes X 1 and X 2 can not be linked. Otherwise, among the equivalent models of M , there must exist one containing a tie, because either |X 1 | ≥ |X 2 | or |X 1 | ≤ |X 2 | holds and any of them can be the parent node of another in an equivalent model of M .
We construct a new graph S by removing the manifest part of M and adding a new manifest node to the empty end of each cross link. Obviously, S is a tree which contains the same structure of the latent part as the original GLC model. S is a tree with kn manifest leave nodes. A singly connected node in the original GLC model is still singly connected in S, and the non-singly connected node in the original GLC model is still non-singly connected in S. We consider two cases:
Case 1: S contains no singly connected latent nodes. Let m be the total number of latent nodes. Since S is a tree, we have kn + (m − 1) edges in total. On the other hand, S contains no singly connected latent nodes. Any latent node connects at least three edges. We have (kn + 3m)/2 ≤ kn + (m − 1), which leads to m ≤ kn − 2 < kn.
Case 2: S contains singly connected latent nodes. Let I = m + kn be the total number of nodes in S. If we root S at any latent node, any singly connected latent node will have a child different from the child of any other singly connected latent node. Hence, if we eliminate all singly connected latent nodes, we obtain a new tree structure S * with no singly connected latent nodes. S * contains at least I/2 nodes in total. We have I/2 − kn < kn. Consequently, m < 3kn.
Note that, without regularization, the number of latent nodes can be O(c kn ), an exponential of the number of manifest nodes.
c Theorem 3.6 shows that pruning 
by dominance can reduce the original exponential search space to a linear space in terms of n. The saving is enormous.
Learning Algorithms
We develop a learning algorithm similar to the Two-Phase learning of HLC models 13 and the greedy equivalence search (GES), 7 but integrated with regularization. The greedy local search algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
In RaisingComplexity, we exhaustively generate all neighboring GLC models obtainable by adding/removing a node, adding/removing a link, or increasing/decreasing the cardinality of a node by 1. We set k, the upper bound on the number of latent parents a manifest node can have, to be the number of manifest nodes n, since typically the number of latent parents is far less than n.
In Regularization, the regularization operations are used to prune the search space and prevent the search from diverging. Irregular models will be regularized using island removing, tie integration, and star adjustment.
In Greedy Descending, for each regular model left in Σ , its parameters are optimized using the EM algorithm. We select a best model based on the BIC improvement per unit increase in model complexity 13 defined as: not connected by neighborhoods. There are many irregular models whose neighbors are all irregular. Therefore, if we discard all irregular models, the search usually quickly gets stuck at an irregular model. Regularization allows the search to traverse directly from an irregular model to a regular one.
Experimental Results
In this section, we perform our experiments on various real datasets. The experiments were conducted on a 1.8GHz IBM Pentium 4 laptop. The program is implemented using the Bayes Net Toolbox on Matlan 7.0. Since regular GLC models are always better than previous LC, HLC and LS models in terms of solution quality for all the datasets, we focus on comparing the GLC learning with and without regularization. We show that, if we do not use regularization, the learning algorithm makes extremely slow progress, and fails to converge to optimal GLC models for all tests. In contrast, if we use regularization, the learning is very efficient and converges to high-quality models.
Dataset 1: The hannover rheumatoid arthritis data
There are 7,162 records in this data taken from the study by Wasmus 10 on the prevalence of rheumatoid arthritis in the adult population. Five symptoms (A-E) formed five yes/no questions to be answered. Figure 6 and Table 1 summarize the results. In Table 1 , the first column indicates whether or not ("Yes/No") regularization is used during learning. The learning algorithm without using regularization converged in 2 hours and 35 minutes to a final model ( Figure 6 ) with quality p:0.396. In contrast, using regularization, the algorithm converged to the optimal GLC model with p : 0.998. The best previous model is an LS model with p : 0.936. 
Dataset 2: The HIV data
This data set 1 was collected from the human HIV virus test results performed on 428 subjects. There are four diagnostic tests denoted by four letters A to D. The learning algorithm without using regularization converged in 22 minutes to the model in Figure 7 with p:0.549. In contrast, using regularization, the algorithm converged to the a model with p:0.910 in 5 minutes. The best previous model is an HLC model with p : 0.549.
Dataset 3: The Coleman data
The Coleman data studies the social system of adolescents in ten high schools.
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It is concerned with the membership in leading crowds and attitudes towards it. Responses of schoolboys to two questions were collected on two interviews at two different time points. Four manifest variables, i.e., A-D, are formed for tests. One question was: "Are you a member of the leading crowd?", and the other was: "If a fellow wants to be part of the leading crowd around here, he sometimes has to go against his principles. Do you agree?". A-D are formed for the responses. self-perceived membership in the leading crowd at the time of the first interview (October, 1957), variable 'B' denotes the attitude concerning the leading crowd expressed at the first interview, and variables "C" and "D" denote the answers at the second interview (May, 1958) . A and B denote the answers collected in the first interview (October 1957), and C and D denote the answers to the same questions in the second interview (May, 1958) . The learning algorithm without using regularization converged in 53 minutes to a model with p: 0.870. Using regularization, Using or NOT using regularization the algorithm converged to the same model in only 4 minutes. The result is shown in Figure 8 . The best previous model is an LS model with p : 0.867.
Dataset 4: The house building data
This data was used by Hagenaars 4 on the study of people's view about what a new government should do. Responses to two kinds of questions were recorded at two different dates. One question was about whether house building was an important problem, and the others were about how important house building was in relation to some other issues. There are four dichotomous (binary) manifest variables: A and C denote the answers to the first question at two separated interview times, and B and D denote the answers to the second question at the two different times. Figure 9 and Table 4 summarize the results. The learning algorithm without using regularization converged in 40 minutes to a model with p:0.446. The algorithm using regularization converged to a model with p: 0.757 in 4.5 minutes. Previous HLC, LS, and LC models all fail on this data (p : 0.000).
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed the concept of dominance of Bayesian networks and regularization operations that can generate dominating nodes for a generalized class of latent class models. Integrating the regularization operations in the learning algorithm leads to significant pruning of the search space. Based on the flexible topology of GLC models and the efficient learning algorithm, for several datasets, we have obtained GLC models with better quality than all the previous latent class models. We plan to study dominance and pruning for learning other classes of Bayesian networks in the future.
